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Abstract

Many financial decisions involve risk or uncertainty. With financial products getting more and more
complicated, it becomes increasingly hard for people to fully grasp the consequences of the risky
financial decisions that they take. Research has shown that the lack of financial literacy is more
pronounced within young adults (Lusardi, Mitchell and Vilsa, 2010). As a result, young adults are
exposed to a variety of financial risks. In this paper, we study the effect of financial education on four
different financial decisions that involve risk. To do that, we ran as part of an educational intervention
an incentivized experiment that consisted of (i) a risky investment task, (ii) an insurance task, (iii)
a mortgage plan task, and (iv) a portfolio task. We found limited support for the effect of financial
education on these financial decisions. More precisely, participants in the treatment group spent less
on insurance than those in the control group. Moreover, we observed that financial education has no
significant effect on risk taking in the other tasks. We also report that women as compared to men
made less risky choices in the insurance, mortgage and portfolio tasks.
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Risk comes from not knowing what you’re doing.

Warren Buffet

1 Introduction

Many financial decisions involve risk or uncertainty. With financial products getting more and

more complicated, it becomes increasingly harder for people to fully grasp the consequences of the

risky financial decisions they take. Research has shown that the lack of financial literacy is more

pronounced within young adults (Lusardi, Mitchell and Vilsa, 2010). As a result, young adults are

exposed to a variety of financial risks.

A notable observation in the last decade is that alternatives to traditional banks (e.g, FinTech

companies) and financial products (e.g., cryptocurrencies) have burgeoned, thanks to advancements

in mobile devices and financial technologies. The introduction of FinTech companies intensified com-

petition in the market for financial intermediation. This has caused participation costs (e.g., fees,

commission) to decrease at an unprecedented rate and made opening a trading account significantly

easier and quicker. As a result, young adults have been investing in financial markets more than ever

before. Participation in financial markets from this age group surged even further, especially during

the Covid-19 pandemic (Zarroli, 2020). Tight lockdowns allowed people to explore investment op-

portunities and eventually to start investing with online trading applications.1 During the lockdown

periods, many media outlets drew attention to excessive risk taking among young adults in financial

markets, which also brought about personal tragedies. (See, e.g., the tragic suicide news reported by

Klebnikov and Gara (2020) on Forbes.) It appears that young people downplay the risks associated

with certain financial products. Therefore, it is essential to identify the reasons why young people

downplay risks when taking certain financial decisions.

Investment decisions in financial markets are not the only type of financial decisions for young

people that involves risk. They also need to protect themselves against adverse events that may

result in loss of income and insurance provides such protection. However, the choice of insurance

products has become more and more complex over time, presumably due to the widening range of

insurance policies differing in coverage options, deductibles, coinsurance and so on. Also, new and

complex insurance products (e.g., identity theft insurance) are not simple enough to understand.

More importantly, people comprehend the value of insurance typically after experiencing an adverse

event (Simonsohn et al., 2008). As a result, people may either choose to remain uninsured, overinsure
1See, e.g., the BBC article by Hussain and Sherman (2020) about how the lockdown made people turn to

investing in stocks, cryptocurrencies and so on, as a way to pass time.
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or underinsure. Therefore, understanding reasons behind suboptimal insurance decisions is crucial,

given the welfare consequences of it.

Moreover, mortgage plan choice is perhaps one of the most important financial decisions in

life (Gathergood and Weber, 2017a, 2017b). Mortgage is a complex financial product and is hard

to comprehend for many young adults (Campbell, 2006; Bucks and Pence, 2008). Also, banks and

credit unions started to offer different types of mortgage plans, which are called “alternative mortgage

products” in the literature. Some of the prospective home buyers may not be well-informed about

the terms of such new mortgage products. Besides, they may not fully construe long-term effects

of opting for these mortgage products either. Such lack of financial literacy may affect the welfare

of households. Despite this, whether financial literacy education has an impact on mortgage plan

choice is not well-studied.

In this paper, we study the effect of financial literacy education on four different financial de-

cisions that involve risk. To do that, we ran an experiment that consisted of incentivized tasks

aimed to emulate financial decision making in real life. The experiment was part of an educational

intervention, which was carried out at the University of Vaasa. It consisted of two courses offered

to mainly freshman students, who were placed in control and treatment groups. While students in

the treatment group took a financial literacy course, those in the control group took a course on

democratic participation and student rights at the university. In the financial literacy course, we

covered three main topics, which were (i) budgeting and planning, (ii) borrowing, (iii) saving and

investment. In addition to online lectures, digital tasks and online games were assigned to students

in order to enhance learning.

To measure learning, students took a pre-test before the lectures started in September 2021 and

a post-test after the courses ended in November 2021. They also filled in a survey that was combined

with the pre-test. A few days after students took the post-test, we launched the experiment in

November 2021. The experiment consisted of four experimental tasks. The first one was a risky

investment task adopted from Gneezy and Potters (1997). The remaining three tasks were adopted

from Charness et al. (2020) and these were (i) insurance, (ii) mortgage plan, and (iii) portfolio

tasks.

We found limited support for the effect of financial education on the risky financial decisions

mentioned above. To be more precise, financial education decreased insurance spending in the

insurance task. Adding the test score variable in regression models with the treatment variable

renders the coefficient estimates of the latter insignificant in the insurance task. This suggests

that improved financial literacy mediates the relation between the treatment and insurance intake.
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Moreover, financial education and also financial literacy test scores had no effect on risky investment,

mortgage plan choice and portfolio choice. General attitude of the participants towards risk had

significant effect on mortgage plan choice, though. We also report a gender difference in risk taking

in the insurance, mortgage and portfolio tasks: Women as compared to men made less risky choices

in the insurance and portfolio tasks.

The organization of the paper is as follows: We begin with providing a review of the relevant

literature in the next section. In Section 3, we provide an extensive description of the intervention.

Section 4 describes the design of the experiment. We present in Section 5 some descriptive statistics

and our estimation results.

2 Literature review

Shaping financial behaviors in desired ways is crucial for policymakers. Hermansson and Jonsson

(2021) report that more financially literate customers of a Swedish bank are more likely to be

risk averse in financial decisions, which would be desired from a policy perspective. In that regard,

financial literacy education can in principle act as a policy instrument. Numerous studies investigated

the effect of financial literacy on a plethora of financial behaviors. For instance, Bruhn et al. (2013)

carried out a financial literacy education intervention in a sample of high school students in Spain

and found that the intervention significantly increased participants’ savings for prospective purchases.

Moreover, Urban et al. (2020) report that taking a financial literacy course in high school results in

fewer defaults and higher credit scores among young adults aged between 18 and 21 in the US. While

these studies show that financial education can shape financial behavior in desired ways, a more

challenging matter is how it shapes financial behavior. One possible factor that can mediate this

relationship is economic preferences, which leads us to the question of whether financial education

can also affect economic preferences.

Economists traditionally assume that preferences, in particular risk preferences, are stable and

not so malleable (Stigler and Becker, 1977). However, recent studies show that preferences can well

change as a result of impactful environmental, economic, social or personal life events (see, e.g.,

Schildberg-Hörisch, 2018 and the references therein). For instance, Malmendier and Nagel (2011)

investigate whether experiences of significant stock market downturns within one’s lifetime affect risk

attitudes. They report that such individuals have lower willingness to take financial risks and are less

likely to participate in the stock market. Cameron and Shah (2015) examine whether experiencing

a natural disaster affects risk-taking behavior. Using experimental risk elicitation tasks, they show

that individuals who recently suffered a flood or earthquake are more risk averse.
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In the context of financial literacy, Alan and Ertac (2018) carried out a financial education

intervention with a sample of primary school students in Turkey and found that the intervention

significantly increased participants’ patience. Lührmann, Serra-Garcia and Winter (2018) show in an

experimental setting that adolescents who took a financial literacy course became less present-biased

and made fewer mistakes when making financial decisions. They, however, do not find a significant

change in the degree of patience of the participants. Bruhn et al. (2013) report evidence that the

large intervention they carried out in Brazil affected students’ intertemporal preferences. Bover,

Hospido and Villanueva (2018) study the hypothetical choices of adolescents in an intertemporal

saving task. Participants in the treatment group of their educational intervention on financial literacy

were more patient than those in the control group. The same participants exhibited a similar pattern

of decisions in an incentivized convex time budget task. Sutter et al. (2020) report that financial

education makes adolescents more patient and less present-biased. Moreover, Oberrauch and Kaiser

(2020) report that financially more literate participants made more patient decisions in a convex

time budget task.

In light of these studies, one would also expect that financial literacy education can in principle

shape risk preferences when making financial decisions. The only study we are aware of that tests this

in an experimental setting is Sutter et al. (2020),2 who report that taking a financial literacy course

made participants in their study slightly more risk-averse. Our study differs from Sutter et al. (2020),

in that they do not investigate risk taking behavior in different contexts. Moreover, participants in our

intervention were mainly young adults, whereas they study the economic preferences of adolescents.

In addition to this study, there is also indirect but not so clear-cut evidence from stock market

participation: Numerous studies, in particular Van Rooij, Lusardi and Alessi (2011), find a robust

relationship between financial literacy and stock market participation. Liao et al. (2017) show that

the higher financial literacy, the more likely a person would own risky assets and, conditional on

owning risky assets, the higher the share of risky assets in one’s savings. Black et al. (2018) show

that having more compulsory education increases stock market participation and share of wealth

invested in stocks for men in Sweden. They don’t find a significant effect for women, though. Also,

this paper studies the effect of compulsory education, but not financial literacy education, on stock

market participation.

Moreover, research also shows a gender gap in stock market participation. Van Rooij, Lusardi

and Alessi (2011) and Lusardi and Mitchell (2008) attribute this observation to women’s lower
2We were not aware of this study when we planned the current study in early 2020 and launched the

intervention in late 2020.
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financial knowledge. While Almenberg and Dreber (2015) find that the gender gap in stock market

participation is as a result of lower numeracy among women, Prast et al. (2015) report that this is

due to lack of familiarity with financial products.

People routinely face with the risk of experiencing adverse events that would result in financial

losses. Insurance as a financial product protects individuals from such adverse events. In that regard,

insurance improves the welfare of individuals by providing financial security. Research has shown

that people insure against risks suboptimally, which causes financial loss. More precisely, people

typically underinsure against rare risks with serious consequences (e.g., health, natural disasters)

(Kunreuther and Pauly, 2004) but at the same time overinsure against moderate risks (e.g., home

insurance) (Schmidt, 2016; Sydnor, 2010; Cicchetti and Dubin 1994). A strand of literature focuses

on behavioral biases as potential sources of the anomalies in insurance decisions, including the deci-

sion to not purchase insurance at all. For instance, De Donder and Leroux (2013) study a political

economic model of long-term care and show that myopia and optimism cause individuals to under-

insure themselves and support less social insurance. Kunreuther, Pauly and McMorrow (2013) also

emphasize myopia as a source of underinsurance. Moreover, Brown et al. (2008) report that demand

for an annuity product depends on how it is framed. Schmidt (2016) analyzes insurance demand

under prospect theory and shows that people are reluctant to insure themselves against rare risks

and at the same time buy overpriced insurance for moderate risks. Hwang (2016) found that loss

aversion decreases insurance uptake. Hsee and Kunreuther (2000) show that affection to an object

increases willingness to buy insurance. Using an experiment that features a typhoon insurance task,

Yin et al. (2016) show that availability through experience also affects insurance demand. However,

none of these studies test the effect of financial literacy on insurance demand.

Recently, Lin, Bruhn and William (2019) and Pitthan and de Witte (2021) proposed financial

literacy as another factor that would potentially affect insurance uptake. Using survey data collected

in Sri Lanka, Weedige et al. (2019) investigate the effect of insurance literacy on purchasing decisions

of personal insurance. They find that people with better insurance literacy are more sympathetic

towards insurance. We contribute to this literature by testing the effect of financial literacy education

on insurance demand using an experimental insurance task. Eling, Ghavibazoo, Hanewald (2021)

investigate the effect of attitude towards risk on long-term care and life insurance uptake in 14

countries. They report that people who are more willing to take financial risks have higher insurance

uptake. Combined with the relationship between financial literacy and risk aversion that Hermansson

and Jonsson (2021) report, this result suggests that people who took a financial literacy course and

improved their financial literacy may end up purchasing less insurance, which is in line with the
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result we report in this paper.

Earlier studies focused on the relation between becoming a home owner and financial literacy.

For instance, using a survey of households in Ohio, Haurin and Morrow-Jones (2006) show that

racial financial literacy gap contributes to racial home ownership gap. Using data from a survey

of a representative sample of English and Welsh households on home ownership, Gathergood and

Weber (2017a) study whether financial literacy affects the choice of (i) home ownership and (ii) the

type of mortgage products among young people. They find that young home owners have a higher

financial literacy score than non-owners and that young home owners with poor financial literacy end

up with larger mortgage debts and more likely choose alternative mortgage products (e.g., interest-

only mortgage). In another paper, Gathergood and Weber (2017b) report that individuals with

poor financial literacy and present bias are more likely to choose alternative mortgage products.

Our study differs from the latter two studies in three respects: First, by way of an experiment, we

test the effect of an educational intervention on mortgage plan choice. Second, along with financial

literacy, we study whether risk aversion has an impact on the choice of fixed versus mortgage plan

and also portfolio choice. We believe that risk aversion would have an impact on such a choice

involving interest rate uncertainty over a typically long mortgage repayment term. Third, we study

other financial decisions involving risk than mortgage plan choice.

3 Description of the intervention design and the sample

In this section, we provide details of the intervention design. More specifically, we shall provide

information about the courses, the measurement of learning for the financial literacy course, the

survey and the participant selection.

3.1 Courses. As part of the intervention that we carried out at the University of Vaasa, we offered

two freshman courses to the participants. Before the intervention started, freshman business and

economics students were randomly assigned to control and treatment groups.3 In the fall term of

2021, the treatment group was offered a financial literacy course, while the control group took a

course that focuses on student as part of the university community, student rights and democratic

participation at the University of Vaasa. By offering the latter course to the control group, we aimed

to avoid self-selection and also to mitigate the concerns for the so-called Hawthorne effect. For the

fall term, the courses started in mid-September and ended at the end of October. In the spring term,

students in the control and treatment groups switched courses. For the spring term, the courses
3In Section 3.4, we provide more details about this process and discuss the limitations that we faced.
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started in mid-March and ended at the end of April. The timeline of the intervention can be seen in

Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Timeline of the intervention

The financial literacy course that we offered to the treatment group was designed to improve

the financial management skills of the university students with the hope that they would be able

to live an independent and healthy financial life. The course was offered as a 6-week online course.

Topics covered during the course were budgeting and planning, consumption smoothing, insurance,

borrowing, saving and investment. The students were required to complete several tasks that utilize

digital tools and online games, write short reports, and fill in questionnaires based on those tasks.

We offered participants an online game called TalousTandem, which was also available as a mobile

app.4

3.2 Measurement of learning. We planned to measure course learning using three separate tests

given to students at three points in time, specifically in September 2021, November 2021 and March

2022. The pre- and the two post-tests included 15 financial literacy questions and 15 questions related

with students rights and democratic participation at the University of Vaasa. Students registered in

either of the two courses participated in the pre-test before the courses started in September, where

they were asked several multiple-choice knowledge questions both on topics of financial literacy and

knowledge on student rights and participation at the university. After the courses ended in October,

they took a post-test also, which we refer to as the “first post-test.” This first post-test included

new knowledge items that were different from those in the pre-test. Before the start of the two

courses within our intervention in March 2022, the students took a third test, which we refer to as

the “second post-test.” In this paper, we use only the first post-test conducted in November 2021.

3.3 Survey. In tandem with the pre-test, students also answered survey questions on a variety

of behaviors related with the two courses offered within the intervention. In the financial literacy

part of this survey, we collected extensive financial and psychological data, the aim of which was

to control for the heterogeneity in students’ learning upon taking the financial literacy course. As
4More information on TalousTandem can be obtained from https://sites.uwasa.fi/peek/talouspeli/.
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usual, we also collected detailed demographic data. There were also questions related with current

studies and prior financial education. In the current study, we use demographic data, information

on current studies and prior financial education, a 6-item socioeconomic status scale adopted from

Griskevicius et al. (2011), and a question from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) that

elicits willingness to take risks in general (Wagner, Burkhauser and Behringer, 1993).5

3.4 Sample. Majority of the participants who participated in the intervention were freshman

students. However, according to the university regulations, it is not possible to impose strict eligibility

criteria for enrolling on a course offered at the university. For this reason, we were not able to prevent

students from taking either or both of the courses that we offered to the freshman students. We

placed those who signed up for both courses in the treatment group.

As mentioned earlier, an initial group, mainly consisted of freshman students, were randomly

assigned to two courses in early September 2021. Our randomization process was based on the

alphabetically ordered surnames of the students. We believe that in Finland, this practice is not

different from random draw of the names.6 A concern for this type of assignment is the presence of

siblings or relatives with the same surname. However, we believe that having siblings enrolling the

same university in the same year is very rare in Finland, given the social structure. A second concern

for such an assignment method is that in principle, the surnames may indicate socioeconomic status

and such surnames may not be homogenously distributed in the alphabet. However, surnames in

Finland usually do not indicate social status. Also, surnames that indicate social status are rare.

In September 2021, 300 students took the pre-test and gave consent to the use of their data

for research purposes by the authors of this study.7 As mentioned before, our initially randomized

sample was comprised of freshmen business / economics students. We chose to restrict our sample to

this group for two reasons: First, non-freshman students would have already taken some economics

and finance courses already before they take the financial literacy course we offer. We believe

that the finance course we offered would have marginal effect on the financial literacy of these

students. Second, we didn’t have the chance to randomize the non-business / economics students due

to influence over the administrative division these students are registered to.

Since we were not able to restrict the registration to the courses we offered, there were stu-
5We defer the analysis of the rest of the survey data to a companion study on financial literacy.
6We chose this method to reduce the workload of the administrative personnel.
7We do not know the exact number of all students who took the pre-test, including those who did not

give consent to the use of their data. We do not know that for the post-test either. Due to privacy concerns,
we programmed the survey in way that it did not record the entries of those who did not give consent. Some
students might have dropped and some others might have started the course after the pre-test. As a result,
the number of students who gave consent in the pre- and post-tests differed.
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dents in our intervetion who were not in the initially randomized group. More specifically, 66 of

those who took the pre-test and gave consent were not freshman students and 30 of them were

not business / economics students. In total, 74 of the 300 students were neither freshman nor busi-

ness / economics students. We do not include these students in our study. Hence, the number of

students in the pre-test reduces to 226. Of the 226 students, 144 were female students. We note

that 13 students signed up for both of the courses.8 120 of the 226 students who took the pre-test

were in the treatment group and 54 of these were female. Moreover, 53 of the 106 participants in

the control group were female students.

At the beginning of November, 342 students took the post-test and gave consent to the use of

their data. 68 of them were not freshman students and 27 of them were not business / economics

students.7 In total, 73 of the 342 students were neither freshman nor business / economics students.

As we explained before, we do not include these in our study. Therefore, the number of students

that we include in the post-test reduces to 269. 20 of these students signed up for both courses.8

141 of the remaining 269 students who took the post-test were in the treatment group. 52 of the 141

students in the treatment group and 65 of the 128 participants in the control group were female.

Just after the post-test, we ran the online incentivized experiment at the beginning of November

2021. Participation in the experiment was voluntary and as a result, 189 students who participated

in the intervention attended the experiment. 32 of them were not freshman students and 17 of

them were not business / economics students. In total, 36 of the 189 students were neither freshman

nor business / economics students. According to our exclusion criteria, we do not include these 36

students in our study. As a result, the number of students we include in the experiment reduces to

153. 81 of these 153 students were female and 72 of them were male. There were 75 students in the

control group, 45 of which were female. In the treatment group, there were 78 students and 36 of

them were female. Moreover, only 6 students took both the control and the treatment courses.

We note that although we asked students which of the two courses we offered within our inter-

vention they took, we used the course registration information from the Moodle course management

system.9 Our inclusion criterion for the treatment group was simple: Those who registered for the

financial literacy course were regarded to be in the treatment group, even though they had only one

day of activity on the Moodle pages of the course. As not all the students completed the treatment
8This figure is based on the Moodle course registration information. Some of these students registered for

both courses but did not attend at all or attended only a few weeks. Hence, the actual number of students
who completed both courses might be different.

9We chose to use the Moodle data because we came across incorrect responses (i.e., answers that were not
matching with the actual course registration data) to the course registration question that was asked to the
students at the beginning of the experiment.
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course, this inclusion criterion would not create an upward bias in our results. On the contrary, it

would only reduce the strength of any significant treatment effect observed.

Table 1 summarizes the share of female students in each group. While the initial gender com-

position in the control and treatment groups were quite similar and not significantly different from

each other in the pre-test in September 2021, this initial gender balance between the two groups

disappeared in the post-test and the experiment. The difference in the share of female and male

students between the control and treatment groups in the experiment is significant at 10% level

according to a two-sample proportions test.

Table 1: Gender composition in the pre-test, 1st post-test and the experimenta

Whole sample Control group Treatment group
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. p−value

Female - Pre-test (n = 226) 0.474 0.500 0.500 0.502 0.450 0.046 0.4525b
Female - 1st Post-test (n = 269) 0.435 0.497 0.508 0.502 0.369 0.484 0.0216**, b
Female - Experiment (n = 153) 0.530 0.501 0.600 0.493 0.462 0.502 0.0863*, b
a *, **, *** denote, respectively, 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels. b p−value for a two-sample proportions test.

As can be deduced from the discussion above, some students either did not attend the pre-test,

the post-test or the experiment. This means that merging the survey that we collected along with

the pre-test with the post-test and the experiment would reduce our sample. When we merge these

three datasets, we end up with 128 students for the analysis of the data that we collected in the

experiment. 64 of these were in the treatment group, and 64 were in the control group. The age

of the students who participated in the experiment, the pre- and post-tests ranged between 18–56,

with a mean of 21.73 (std. dev. = 5.56). Out of the 128 students, 67 were female students and 61

were male students. In the control group, 38 out of 64 students were female, whereas 29 out of 64

were female in the treatment group. On average, participants lived 1.38 years (std. dev. = 2.45)

independent from their families. Only 3 out of the 128 participants reported that they have kids.

Moreover, about two thirds of the participants stated that they live alone.

Table 2: Summary statistics about the participants after merging three datasetsa

Whole sample Control group Treatment group
(n = 128) (n = 64) (n = 64)

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. p−value
Age 21.734 5.564 21.891 5.774 21.578 5.386 0.7521b
Female 0.523 0.501 0.594 0.495 0.453 0.502 0.1112c
Years lived ind. 1.375 2.450 1.531 2.576 1.219 2.326 0.4727b
Has children 0.023 0.152 0 0 0.047 0.213 0.0797*, c
Lives alone 0.688 0.465 0.656 0.479 0.719 0.453 0.4456c
a *, **, *** denote, respectively, 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels. b p−value of a t−test. c p−value of a two-
sample proportions test.
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Selected summary statistics about the participants is provided in Table 2, which shows that in the

resulting sample, first-year and business students in the control and treatment groups significantly

differ from each other.10 Also, the share of female students in the control group is higher than

that in the treatment group, though the difference is not statistically significant. This imbalance,

particularly in the share of female students, might have potentially affected our results presented in

Section 5.

4 Experiment design

In addition to the learning outcomes, we tested behavioral implications of financial education

course. We measured learning implications on financial behavior with four experimental tasks, where

students faced real monetary payoff implications of their decisions. The tasks offer an alternative way

to analyze the effectiveness of financial literacy courses. Three of the tasks were related to financial

decisions: insurance, mortgage and portfolio tasks. These three tasks were adopted from Charness

et al. (2020). A fourth task aimed to elicit participants’ risk preferences, which was adopted from

Gneezy and Potters (1997) (hencefort, risky investment task).

We ran the experiment online using oTree (Chen, Schonger and Wickens, 2016), an online open-

source experiment platform based on Python and Django web framework. Due to the pandemic, we

were not able to gather students in a classroom or a computer laboratory and run the experiment

in a few sessions. oTree can be run on any device with an internet connection and a browser and

eliminated the need for a computer laboratory or a classroom. As the time that we ran the experiment

was a busy period for students.11 As a result, we decided to give students 10 days to attend the

experiment.

We informed students of the experiment when they were taking the courses in our intervention

and later, announced the launch of the experiment and invited them to participate. The online

experiment started with a consent screen that provides information about how the collected data

will be handled and payment structure. A screen for general instructions followed the consent screen.

In particular, they were promised to receive a 5€ participation fee and up to 15€ earnings from the

tasks during the experiment. They were also informed that one of the four tasks will randomly be

chosen for payment, that if the task chosen for payment has more than one round, one of the rounds

of that task will randomly be chosen for payment and that they will be paid what they earned in

the randomly drawn round of the randomly drawn task for payment.
10We provide the summary statistics of all the variables in the Table 9 in Appendix G.
11It was the end of the quarter academic year and students were busy with their exams and / or assignments,

projects and so on.
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Before they started the experiment, students answered several questions that aimed to test

students’ knowledge on general instructions. Students were not able to continue to the first task

until they managed to answer all the questions correctly. Then, they proceeded to the experimental

tasks, whose brief descriptions are as follows:

4.1 Risky investment task. At the beginning of the task, participants were informed that they

have an initial endowment of 6€. They could invest any amount from their endowment in a risky

project. They were told that the project will be successful with a certain probability. If the project

is successful, they could get back 2.5 times the amount that they invested and if not, they lose the

amount invested. Participants made two decisions in two separate rounds of this task. In the first

round, the probability of success was given as 50%, whereas it was only 10% in the second round.

The purpose of the lower probability of success in the second round was to test how participants

react to extreme risk. In this setting, the expected value and the variance of the two lotteries increase

with the amount invested. We note that for a risk averse person, the amount invested decreases as

risk aversion increases. For a risk neutral or risk seeking person, however, the optimal decision is to

invest all the initial endowment.

4.2 Insurance task. At the beginning of the task, participants are given 15€. However, they face

with the risk of losing this amount. More specifically, with a 10% probability, the participants may

lose all of their initial endowments. However, they can insure themselves against this risk. They can

buy any amount of insurance up to 5€. If it happens that they lose all the remaining money after

paying for insurance, they receive 3 times the amount of insurance they buy. If it happens that they

keep their money, the amount they paid to insurance will not be returned to them. Given these,

the expected value of the lottery in this context decreases with the amount spent on insurance. We

note that for a risk averse person, the amount spent on insurance increases as risk aversion increases.

Therefore, the chosen insurance fee should increase as risk aversion increases. For a risk neutral or

risk seeking person, however, the optimal insurance spending is zero.

4.3 Mortgage plan task. In this task, participants were told that they (hypothetically) needed

to take out a 10€ loan and that this loan must be paid back in 10 years. Participants are informed

that they are given a 2€ income every year and they have to pay the interest on the loan. Hence, their

payoff from this task is the total income net of interest payment. Participants have three repayment

plans,

• The first plan has 8% fixed interest rate.
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• The second option has a varying interest rates. The first year, the interest rate is 7%. Any

following year, this rate may vary, up to 2 percentage points below or above its value of the

previous year.

• The third option has also a varying interest rates. The first year, the interest rate is 6%. Any

following year, this rate may vary, up to 4 percentage points below or above its value of the

previous year.

As in Charness et al. (2020), a chart that shows the interest rate changes for these three options

accompanied the information above. We note that the number of the chosen option decreases as risk

aversion increases.

The payment from this task could potentially exceed the 15€ limit12 we had for this experiment.

To avoid this, the code we wrote ensured that the random draw of the interest rate does not yield a

payment more than 15€ of earnings from this task. This practive was in line with the information

we provided in the informed consent form that the students read and accepted at the beginning of

the experiment.

4.4 Portfolio task. At the beginning of each round of this task, participants receive an income of

5€ and an initial capital of 50€. Using all the capital, the participant is asked to make a selection

from a bond and stocks of two companies. Initially, the unit price of all three securities is 1€. Next

period, the stock prices depend on two possible events (namely, X and Y) with a 50 / 50 chance of

occurance. The return structures of the three assets are as follows:

• Company A’s bond: It yields a fixed return of 0.01€ (i.e., 1 ¢) for each 1€ of investment on

this bond regardless of which of the two events occurs.

• Company B’s stock: If Event X happens, the stock price will increase by 0.12€ and the

participant will earn 0.12€ per 1€ of her investment on this stock. If Event Y happens, the

stock price will decrease by 0.06€ and the participant will lose 0.06€ per 1€ of her investment

on this stock.

• Company C’s stock: If Event X happens, the stock price will increase by 0.20€ and the

participant will earn 0.20€ per 1€ of her investment on this stock. If Event Y happens, the

stock price will decrease by 0.10€ and the participant will lose 0.10€ per 1€ of her investment

on this stock.
12Due to tax implications and the University of Vaasa’s payment practices, we had to limit total payment

to each participant to 20€ including the 5€ participation fee.
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We note that the expected value and the variance of these securities increase in the same direction

as their alphabetical order. Therefore, investment in B and C and also the expected value of a

portfolio would decrease as risk aversion increases.

We planned this task to be two rounds. In the second round, our aim was to test whether the

participants in the treatment group would more likely utilize a given hedging opportunity by suitable

diversification of their portfolios. However, the Finnish translation of the second round included a

typo13 that could potentially affect the decisions of the participants. As a result, we decided to not

report the results from the second round.14

5 Results

As we indicated before, we also ran an experiment that consisted of 4 tasks whose aim was to

test whether or not financial literacy education has an effect on financial behavior. In this section

we will report the results from these 4 tasks.

5.1 Risky investment task. In the first round of this task, participants chose to invest on average

3.37€ (std. dev. = 1.55) in the risky project. The relative frequency distribution of the investment

decisions for control and treatment groups can be seen in Figure 2 below. For the sake of ease, the

data is binned in 1€ intervals in the figure.
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Figure 2: Investment decisions in the first round of risky investment task (n = 153)

Those in the control group chose to invest on average 3.51€ (std. dev. = 1.47), whereas those

in the treatment group chose to invest on average 3.23€ (std. dev. = 1.62) in the risky project.

The difference between the control and treatment groups in average investment is not significant

according to a t-test (p = 0.2725).
13The typo happened due to an error in the deployment of the latest version of the code, which we were

not aware.
14The results in the second round do not differ from those in the first round. These results can be provided

by the authors upon request.
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The distribution of investment decisions made by female and male students can be seen in

Figure 3. Female students invested on average slightly less in the risky project (mean = 3.33€,

std. dev. = 1.56) than male students (mean = 3.41€, std. dev. = 1.55). But this difference is not

statistically significant (p = 0.7581).
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Figure 3: Investment decisions by gender in the first round of risky investment task (n = 153)

In the second round of this task, the probability of success was much lower (0.1) than that in

the first round (0.5). Participants responded to the increased risk by steeply lowering the amount

of their investments. On average, they invested 0.90€ (std. dev. = 1.17) in the risky project. The

relative frequency distribution of the investment decisions for this round can be seen in Figure 4

below. As before, the data is binned in 1€ intervals for convenience.
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Figure 4: Investment decisions in the second round of risky investment task

As in the first round, average investment in the second round was higher in the control group

than in the treatment group: Those in the control group chose to invest on average 0.99€ (std. dev. =

1.12), whereas those in the treatment group chose to invest on average 0.80€ (std. dev. = 1.22) in
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the risky project. However, according to a t-test, the difference between the control and treatment

groups in average investment was not significant (p = 0.3262).

Table 3: OLS regression for amount invested in the risky investment taska

(1) (1R) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Demographics
Age 0.038 0.036 0.040 0.040 0.045 0.042

(0.035) (0.035) (0.031) (0.031) (0.032) (0.032)
Female 0.237 0.082 0.134 0.075 0.074 0.105 0.041 0.044

(0.180) (0.189) (0.210) (0.203) (0.222) (0.216) (0.229) (0.225)
Years lived independent -0.127** -0.140** -0.125** -0.132** -0.112** -0.126**

(0.060) (0.060) (0.055) (0.056) (0.054) (0.055)
Has children 0.702 1.162 1.300* 1.257* 0.978 1.268*

(0.671) (0.712) (0.700) (0.710) (0.702) (0.721)
Lives with partner / spouseb 0.010 -0.039 -0.071 -0.099 -0.085 -0.113

(0.277) (0.261) (0.272) (0.281) (0.292) (0.283)
Lives with friend / roommateb 0.611** 0.561** 0.555** 0.551** 0.588** 0.553**

(0.250) (0.259) (0.249) (0.254) (0.240) (0.251)

Socioeconomic status
SES childhood -0.000 0.007 0.001 0.008 -0.002 0.006

(0.111) (0.109) (0.108) (0.110) (0.109) (0.109)
SES current -0.057 -0.049 -0.053 -0.051 -0.053 -0.048

(0.163) (0.173) (0.162) (0.163) (0.154) (0.162)
SES future 0.108 0.082 0.105 0.089 0.144 0.110

(0.097) (0.100) (0.103) (0.098) (0.098) (0.102)

Prior financial education
No prior fin. edu. -0.275 -0.278 -0.271 -0.265

(0.228) (0.228) (0.228) (0.227)
Money talked in childhood: 1c 0.149 0.101 0.152 0.130

(0.362) (0.360) (0.367) (0.366)
Money talked in childhood: 2c 0.419 0.353 0.406 0.372

(0.317) (0.324) (0.325) (0.328)

Second round -2.472*** -2.510*** -2.510*** -2.510*** -2.510*** -2.510*** -2.510*** -2.510***
(0.132) (0.147) (0.149) (0.149) (0.151) (0.151) (0.151) (0.151)

Treatment -0.260 -0.380** -0.459** -0.358 -0.439** -0.367
(0.183) (0.191) (0.197) (0.222) (0.191) (0.222)

Test score -0.036 -0.064* -0.035
(0.040) (0.035) (0.040)

Willingness to take risks -0.038 -0.027 -0.035
(0.058) (0.058) (0.058)

Observations 306 256 256 256 256 256 256 256
R2 0.472 0.489 0.507 0.520 0.534 0.533 0.527 0.534
a Dependent variable is “Amount invested.” *, **, *** denote, respectively, 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels. Cluster-
robust standard errors are provided in parantheses. A constant and controls for the day of participation in the experiment
are included but not reported here. b Base category: “alone.” “Refused to answer” is included but not reported. c

Categories: “1: often,” “2: sometimes,” “3: hardly ever” (base).

To investigate the determinants of investment behavior in this task, we also ran a set of OLS

regressions, which can be seen in Table 3. When running the OLS regression, we combined the data

from the two rounds of the investment task and used an indicator variable for the second round,

which we call second round. In our regression specifications, along with the test score and treatment

variables, we used a set of control variables that contained mainly demographic information from

the survey that was carried out along with the pre-test.
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Regressions show that treatment decreased the amount invested in the risky project. However,

the coefficient estimate of the treatment indicator is not significant in all but two of the regression

models. By adding the regression model (1R), we investigated whether the significant results in two

of the regression models are as a result of sample selection. As the coefficient estimate of treatment

is significant in the regression model (1R) but not in (1), we conclude that the significant coefficient

estimates are due to sample selection.

We note that when we control for the test score in the reduced sample, the coefficient estimate

of treatment doesn’t reach significance. However, the coefficient estimate of test score becomes

significant when we exclude the treatment indicator from the regression model. This suggests that in

the reduced sample, the decrease in risk taking due to the treatment can be explained by an increase

in the test score.15

Apart from these two findings, we also report that living with a friend (or a roommate) signif-

icantly increases the amount invested in the risky project. Moreover, Table 3 suggests that being

female does not have a significant effect on the amount investmented in the risky project. Not sur-

prisingly, the lower probability of the prize in the second round significantly decreased the amount

invested.
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Figure 5: Distribution of insurance spending in the control and treatment groups

5.2 Insurance task. In this task, participants spent on average 2.67€ (std. dev. = 1.91) on

insurance. The relative frequency distribution of spending on insurance in the control and treatment

groups is depicted in Figure 5.

Interestingly enough, average insurance spending was higher in the control group than in the

treatment group: Participants in the control group spent on average 3.20€ (std. dev. = 1.73), whereas

those in the treatment group spent on average 2.16€ (std. dev. = 1.94) on insurance. A t-test
15In a companion paper, we show that our treatment (i.e., financial literacy course) has increased the test

scores at least in the short run.
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shows that the difference between the control and treatment groups in average insurance spending

is significant (p = 0.0007). Given the gender imbalance between control and treatment groups,

this result might have been driven by the higher share of female students in the control group. To

investigate this, we shall take a look at insurance speding for female and male student groups, which

can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Distribution of insurance spending for female and male students

Female students spent on average more on insurance (mean = 3.44€, std. dev. = 1.69) than male

students (mean = 1.80€, std. dev. = 1.77) and this difference is statistically significant (p < 0.0001).

Hence, higher insurance spending in the control group can be ascribed to the gender imbalance

between the control and treatment groups: As the share of female students in the control group is

significantly higher than that in the treatment group, we can also expect the insurance spending to

be higher in the control group.

We also ran a set of OLS regressions to study insurance spending, whose results are reported in

Table 4. We report findings similar to the statistics reported above. That is, the treatment seems

to decrease insurance spending. However, the coefficient estimate of the treatment indicator is only

weakly significant (i.e., significant at 10% level) in the regression models that do not control for the

post-test score. When we include the test score, this coefficient estimate turns out to be insignificant.

Test score has also a negative coefficient estimate, which is weakly significant when the treatment

variable is not included. This suggests that test score mediates the effect of treatment on insurance

spending.

Moreover, the OLS regressions support the previous finding that female participants spent on

average significantly more on insurance than male participants. That is, the coefficient estimate of

the indicator variable female is highly significant and positive. This is in line with numerous findings
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in the literature on gender differences in risk taking: Women tend to be more risk averse than men

(see, e.g., Croson and Gneezy, 2009). We also note that the coefficient estimate of willingness to take

risks in general is not significant.

Table 4: OLS regression for amount spent on insurance in the insurance taska

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Demographics
Age 0.012 0.008 0.012 0.009 0.018 0.018

(0.048) (0.047) (0.048) (0.049) (0.049) (0.049)
Female 1.563*** 1.655*** 1.558*** 1.465*** 1.590*** 1.450*** 1.420***

(0.264) (0.310) (0.306) (0.337) (0.329) (0.352) (0.351)
Years lived independent -0.081 -0.103 -0.083 -0.096 -0.061 -0.097

(0.106) (0.104) (0.106) (0.106) (0.107) (0.107)
Has children 1.222 1.975 1.861 1.824 1.390 1.964

(1.212) (1.227) (1.285) (1.296) (1.276) (1.301)
Lives with partner / spouseb 0.512 0.432 0.352 0.367 0.380 0.344

(0.427) (0.419) (0.431) (0.449) (0.452) (0.449)
Lives with friend / roommateb 0.233 0.152 0.116 0.111 0.171 0.165

(0.484) (0.475) (0.485) (0.488) (0.490) (0.490)

Socioeconomic status
SES childhood -0.039 -0.027 -0.023 -0.015 -0.033 -0.028

(0.165) (0.161) (0.164) (0.165) (0.167) (0.165)
SES current -0.119 -0.106 -0.114 -0.118 -0.118 -0.103

(0.191) (0.186) (0.189) (0.190) (0.192) (0.191)
SES future 0.045 0.002 0.054 0.009 0.110 0.060

(0.135) (0.134) (0.143) (0.139) (0.142) (0.144)

Prior financial education
No prior fin. edu. -0.295 -0.319 -0.300 -0.304

(0.360) (0.362) (0.365) (0.363)
Money talked in childhood: 1c -0.053 -0.124 -0.025 0.002

(0.561) (0.564) (0.571) (0.570)
Money talked in childhood: 2c -0.020 -0.079 0.017 0.038

(0.501) (0.521) (0.525) (0.528)

Treatment -0.833*** -0.752** -0.577* -0.742** -0.620*
(0.268) (0.312) (0.344) (0.317) (0.349)

Test score -0.078 -0.124* -0.084
(0.067) (0.062) (0.068)

Risk attitudes
Willingness to take risks -0.019 -0.000 -0.016

(0.101) (0.101) (0.101)
Amount investedd -0.097 -0.097

(0.085) (0.101)

Observations 153 128 128 128 128 128 128
Prob > F < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.001 < 0.001
R2 0.350 0.334 0.368 0.381 0.373 0.364 0.387
a Dependent variable is “Insurance spending.” *, **, *** denote, respectively, 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels.
Standard errors are provided in parantheses. A constant and controls for the day of participation in the experiment
are included but not reported here. b Base category is “alone.” ”Refused to answer” is included but not reported. c

Categories: “1: often,” “2: sometimes,” “3: hardly ever” (base). d Amount invested in the first round of the risky
investment task.

5.3 Mortgage task. In this task, there were three mortgage repayment plans, A, B and C. As

we mentioned earlier, A is the option that refers to the fixed but (initially) higher interest rate and

B and C to plans with variable interest rate. Recall also that Option C has higher volatility than
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Option B. Overall, 32 (roughly %21) of the 153 participants chose Option A, 93 (roughly 61%) of

them Option B and 28 (roughly 18%) chose Option C. Participants’ choices from among the three

mortgage repayment plans in the control and treatment groups are provided below in Table 5.

Table 5: Mortgage repayment plan choices by control and treatment groups

Option A Option B Option C
Freq. Rel. freq. Freq. Rel. freq. Freq. Rel. freq. Total

Control 15 0.2000 46 0.6133 14 0.1867 75
Treatment 17 0.2179 47 0.6026 14 0.1795 78
Total 32 0.2092 93 0.6078 28 0.1830 153

As seen in Table 5, the share of participants who chose Option A was slightly more in the

treatment group than in the control group, whereas the share of the choice of Option B in the

treatment group is slightly less than that in the control group. Consequently, the share of Option C

in the treatment group is slightly less than that in the control group. A Pearson χ2 test indicates

that the choices of the three options in the two groups do not differ significantly from each other

(p = 0.962).

Table 6: Mortgage repayment plan choices by gender

Option A Option B Option C
Freq. Rel. freq. Freq. Rel. freq. Freq. Rel. freq. Total

Female 17 0.2099 55 0.6790 9 0.1111 81
Male 15 0.2083 38 0.5278 19 0.2639 72
Total 44 0.2340 107 0.5692 37 0.1968 153

In addition to the treatment effects, we also checked the presence of possible gender differences

in the choice of the three mortgage repayment options. In Table 6, we present the frequency table

for the choice of the three mortgage repayment plans according to gender.

Table 6 clearly shows that while the share of the choice of Option A among male and female

students are roughly the same, the share of female students who chose Option B (Option C) was

significantly more (less) than that of the male students. The choices of the three options among female

and male students differ significantly from each other according to a Pearson χ2 test (p = 0.043).

Once more, this difference across genders can be attributed to less risk-taking tendencies of women

(see, e.g., Croson and Gneezy, 2009).

In addition to the statistical analysis we conducted, we also ran a set of multinomial logistic

regressions in order to find out the factors that significantly affect the likelihood of choosing each of

the variable interest rates. The results are reported in Table 7.
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Table 7: Multinomial logit regression for mortgage plan choicea

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

O
pt

io
n

B

Demographics
Age -0.214** -0.214** -0.211** -0.271*** -0.275*** -0.272***

(0.089) (0.089) (0.091) (0.101) (0.102) (0.102)
Female 0.237 0.067 0.068 -0.019 0.562 0.439 0.453

(0.417) (0.516) (0.522) (0.578) (0.600) (0.622) (0.626)
Years lived independent 0.457* 0.458* 0.488* 0.571** 0.602** 0.604**

(0.247) (0.248) (0.262) (0.288) (0.298) (0.297)
Has children ! ! ! ! ! !

Lives with someoneb ! ! ! ! ! !
Socioeconomic status ! ! ! ! ! !

Prior financial edu.c ! ! ! !
Treatment -0.064 0.009 0.045 0.022 0.170

(0.417) (0.530) (0.586) (0.578) (0.624)
Test score -0.031 -0.065 -0.075

(0.112) (0.110) (0.118)
Risk attitudes
Willingness to take risks 0.567*** 0.584*** 0.585***

(0.179) (0.181) (0.182)
Amount investedd 0.020 0.062

(0.134) (0.186)

O
pt

io
n

C

Demographics
Age -0.453* -0.456* -0.540** -0.585** -0.605** -0.622**

(0.233) (0.233) (0.254) (0.254) (0.257) (0.266)
Female -0.906* -0.948 -0.963 -1.311* -0.756 -1.038 -1.033

(0.544) (0.627) (0.633) (0.735) (0.706) (0.755) (0.761)
Years lived independent 0.553* 0.551* 0.661** 0.732** 0.793** 0.818**

(0.310) (0.311) (0.337) (0.343) (0.353) (0.358)
Has children ! ! ! ! ! !

Lives with someoneb ! ! ! ! ! !
Socioeconomic status ! ! ! ! ! !

Prior financial edu.d ! ! ! !
Treatment -0.246 -0.115 0.215 -0.095 0.292

(0.531) (0.620) (0.723) (0.665) (0.744)
Test score -0.120 -0.140 -0.158

(0.139) (0.128) (0.141)
Risk attitudes
Willingness to take risks 0.331 0.357* 0.362*

(0.210) (0.213) (0.213)
Amount investede 0.025 0.107

(0.170) (0.226)

Observations 153 128 128 128 128 128 128
Prob > χ2 0.355 0.248 0.350 0.264 0.037 0.029 0.072

a Dependent variable is “Mortgage plan choice.” Base outcome is Option A. *, **, *** denote, respectively,
10%, 5% and 1% significance levels. Standard errors are provided in parantheses. b Categories: “alone”
(base), “with partner / spouse,” “with friend / roommate.” ”Refused to answer” is included but not reported.
c Variables: “no prior financial education,” “money talked in childhood.” d Amount invested in the first
round of the risky investment task.
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The regressions confirm the statistical results: The coefficient estimate of the treatment indicator

is not significant. Test score doesn’t have a significant impact on mortgage plan choices either. We

report that higher willingness to take risks in general significantly increases the likelihood of the

choice of the mortgage plan with low interest rate volatility (i.e, Option B) with respect to the

mortgage plan with constant interest rate (i.e., Option A). Whereas the likelihood of the choice of

variable interest mortgage plans significantly decreases by age, living independently for a longer time

significantly increases it. Moreover, the coefficient estimate of the gender indicator suggests that

female students as compared to male students were less likely to choose the mortgage plan with high

interest rate volatility (i.e, Option C). However, this coefficient estimate is only weakly significant in

two of the seven regression models.

Intially, we thought that the ineffectiveness of the treatment for this task can be explained by

the gender imbalance that we pointed out earlier: We have already shown above that more female

students chose the less risky option (B) than male students did. Combined with the fact that there

were significantly more female students in the control group than in the treatment group, we expected

that the gender imbalance might be the reason for the ineffectiveness of the treatment condition in

this task. Despite that we control for gender, the regressions we ran show that the treatment had

no effect on the mortgage plan choice. Hence, the regressions do not support the conjecture that the

ineffectiveness of the treatment is due to gender imbalance.

5.4 Portfolio task. As Charness et al. (2020) do, we also take the expected value of portfolios as

the measure that summarizes participants’ portfolio decisions. The expected value of participants’

portfolios were on average 51.58€ (std. dev. = 0.44) and the standard deviation of their portfolios

were on average 5.51€ (std. dev. = 2.23). The relative frequency distribution of the expected value of

participants’ portfolio choices can be seen in Figure 7. As before, we binned the data in 0.2 intervals

in the figure.

Unlike the risky investment task, we did not observe any significant treatment effect for this task.

That is to say, the expected value of the portfolios did not significantly differ on average in the two

groups: The mean of the expected value of the portfolios was 51.59 (std. dev. = 0.45) for participants

in the control group and 51.57 (std. dev. = 0.43) for those in the treatment group. The difference

between the two groups in the expected values of the portfolios was not significant according to a

t-test (p = 0.7700).

We also studied the standard deviations of the portfolios of the participants in the two groups.

The mean of the standard deviation of the portfolios was 5.58 (std. dev. = 2.31) for participants in the

control group and 5.44 (std. dev. = 2.16) for those in the treatment group. The difference between
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the two groups in the standard deviations of the portfolios did not reach statistical significance either

(p = 0.6825 according to a t-test).
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Figure 7: Distribution of expected value of participants’ portfolios

To understand better the findings above, we take a look at possible gender difference in the

expected value of the portfolios of the female and male students. The distribution of the expected

value of the portfolios of the female and male students is depicted in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Distribution of expected value of participants’ portfolios by gender

The expected value of the portfolios of the female students (mean = 51.50€, std. dev. = 0.43)

were on average lower than that of the male students (mean = 51.71€, std. dev. = 0.43). This

difference is statistically significant according to a t-test (p = 0.0013). We conjectured that this

finding may explain why we did not find any significant treatment effects in this task: Given that

the share of female students were higher in the control group than that in the treatment group, the

mean of the expected value of portfolios in the control group may appear to be lower than expected.

In turn, the difference in the expected value of portfolios in the control and treatment groups may

turn out to be negligible. To test whether this conjecture holds, we controlled for gender in our

regressions.
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Table 8: OLS regression for the expected value of the portfolio in the portfolio taska

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Demographics
Age -0.010 -0.010 -0.011 -0.011 -0.011 -0.013

(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)
Female -0.197*** -0.196** -0.201** -0.184** -0.193** -0.178** -0.158*

(0.070) (0.078) (0.079) (0.087) (0.085) (0.090) (0.087)
Years lived independent 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.008 0.008 0.015

(0.027) (0.027) (0.028) (0.028) (0.027) (0.027)
Has children -0.013 0.021 0.043 0.049 0.006 -0.040

(0.309) (0.319) (0.336) (0.337) (0.330) (0.329)

Lives with someone
Lives with partner / spouseb 0.063 0.060 0.055 0.061 0.067 0.056

(0.108) (0.108) (0.112) (0.116) (0.116) (0.113)
Lives with friend / roommateb 0.011 0.009 0.004 0.003 0.005 -0.032

(0.119) (0.120) (0.122) (0.122) (0.122) (0.120)

Socioeconomic status
SES childhood -0.037 -0.036 -0.036 -0.038 -0.038 -0.032

(0.042) (0.042) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.042)
SES current 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.008 0.000

(0.047) (0.047) (0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (0.047)
SES future 0.017 0.015 0.005 0.010 0.010 0.006

(0.034) (0.034) (0.037) (0.036) (0.036) (0.036)

Prior financial education
No prior fin. edu. -0.011 -0.009 -0.013 0.002

(0.093) (0.093) (0.093) (0.091)
Money talked in childhood: 1c 0.055 0.066 0.062 0.023

(0.145) (0.146) (0.146) (0.143)
Money talked in childhood: 2c 0.016 0.030 0.030 -0.033

(0.131) (0.136) (0.136) (0.134)

Treatment -0.037 -0.037 -0.058 -0.037 -0.029
(0.071) (0.080) (0.090) (0.082) (0.088)

Test score 0.010 0.005 0.013
(0.017) (0.016) (0.017)

Risk attitudes
Willingness to take risk 0.008 0.008 0.008

(0.026) (0.026) (0.025)
Amount investedd 0.060*** 0.073***

(0.023) (0.025)

Observations 153 128 128 128 128 128 128
Prob > F 0.062 0.414 0.487 0.758 0.773 0.782 0.304
R2 0.131 0.082 0.083 0.088 0.086 0.086 0.153
a Dependent variable is “Insurance spending.” *, **, *** denote, respectively, 10%, 5% and 1% significance
levels. Standard errors are provided in parantheses. A constant is included but not reported here. Also, controls
for the day of participation in the experiment is included in the first regression model but not reported. b Base
category is “alone.” ”Refused to answer” is included but not reported. c Categories: “1: often,” “2: sometimes,”
“3: hardly ever” (base). d Amount invested in the first round of the risky investment task.
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Moreover, OLS regressions reported in Table 8 confirm our findings above. That is, treatment

didn’t have a significant effect on the expected value of the stock portfolios chosen by the participants

in the experiment. Results in Table 8 also show that test score doesn’t predict the expected value of

the stock portfolios either. Not surprisingly, behavior in the investment task significantly explains the

portfolio choices in the portfolio task. That is to say, the coefficient estimate of the amount invested

(in the investment task) is positive and highly significant. We also note that the R2 statistics are

quite low for all but one regression model. Accordingly, the p-values for the F-test are quite high for

the coefficient estimates in all but one regression model.

As in Charness et al. (2020), the available stocks in the portfolio task were increasing in expected

value and also in their payoff variances. Thus, portfolios with lower expected value imply higher risk

aversion. Female participants chose portfolios that had significantly lower expected values than those

of male participants, which corroborates the earlier findings on gender differences in risk taking (see,

e.g., Croson and Gneezy, 2009). However, this does not in itself explain the insignificant coefficient

estimates of the treatment variable on the expected value of the portfolios, as we also control for

gender in our regressions.

6 Discussion and concluding remarks

Anecdotal evidence suggests that growing use of financial technologies has increased risk taking

among young adults. Apparently, this calls for incorporating responsible risk taking within the

contexts of investment, insurance and long-term borrowing in financial literacy courses. Despite its

growing importance, there is very limited research that investigates whether such a course would be

effective in changing the risk attitudes of young individuals towards financial risk.

In this paper, using four different experimental tasks, we tested whether a financial literacy

course offered to freshmen students could change their attitudes towards financial risk in investment,

insurance and borrowing contexts. We found limited evidence for the effect of the financial literacy

course that we offered to those in the treatment group on risk taking behavior: The treatment

significantly decreased the average expenditure on insurance in the insurance task, which was contrary

to our expectations. Moreover, we did not observe significant treatment effects on risk taking behavior

in other tasks.

We suspected that a few factors might have caused why we observed (i) a significant decrease

in insurance spending due to the treatment, and (ii) no significant treatment effects in the risky

investment, mortgage and portfolio tasks: In Table 1, it is clearly seen that the share of female

students in the control group is significantly higher than that in the treatment group. Table 2 shows
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that this gender imbalance carries over to the reduced sample after merging the three data sets we

collected.

As we noted earlier, despite that the experiment was part of the intervention, we were not able

to render it mandatory for students attending the two courses we offered within the intervention.

As is seen in Table 1, there was less participation in the experiment from the intervention control

group than from the treatment group. It might be that those in the control group didn’t associate

the experiment with their course and hence felt that the experiment is not relevant to them. Also,

different instructors managed the two courses offered to the control and treatment groups. As a

result, those in the control group might have not felt like making a favor to the instructors of the

treatment course by participating in the experiment. We believe that these motivations were more

pronounced among male students in the control group, as numerous experiments show men to be

less other-regarding than women (see, e.g, Eckel and Grossman, 1998; Croson and Gneezy, 2009).

Moreover, studies show that women are more risk averse than men (see, e.g., Croson and Gneezy,

2009) and the decisions in our tasks involved risk. We also show in Section 5 that compared to male

students, female students made more risk averse decisions in the insurance, mortgage and portfolio

tasks. This implies that the excess female students in the control group might have offset the average

risk taking behavior expected to be significantly higher in the control group than in the treatment

group. As a result, students’ decisions in the control and treatment groups in these tasks might have

turned out to be on average similar in terms of risk aversion.

Consequently, we expected that the imbalance in the share of female participants between control

and treatment groups can explain the null results we obtained. Therefore, we controlled for gender

in our regressions to test whether our conjecture about the consenquences of the gender imbalance.

Yet, the coefficient estimates of the treatment variable were not significant, which leads us to dismiss

gender imbalance as a potential explanation for the null results we obtained.

The issue of control and treatment groups significantly differing in the share of female students can

also originate from self-selection and attrition in our intervention. As we mentioned in the description

of the intervention design, we were not able to restrict registration to and drop-out from the courses

that we offered within the intervention. That is to say, participation was partially on a self-selection

based. Particularly, we did not aim to recruit non-freshman students for our intervention. To avoid

this, we restricted our sample to only freshman and business / economics students.

Moreover, we included in our sample even those students who did not complete the financial

literacy course or those who completed the course after taking the financial literacy test and partic-

ipating in our experiment. We believe that this dampened the mitigating effect of the treatment on
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risk taking in all of the tasks in our experiment. In regressions that we did not report in this paper,

we observed improved regression results in the investment task when we excluded those who did not

complete the financial literacy course.16 That said, statistical significance of the coefficient estimate

of the treatment variable remains an issue. Despite this, we believe that attendance is important for

the effectivity of financial literacy courses (see, e.g., Meier and Sprenger, 2013).

Lastly, we found that insurance intake was lower in the treatment group. We believe that this may

be explained with thriftiness: The content of the finance course that we offered might have instilled

thrifty behavior in the participants in the treatment group. Participants in this group might have

thought that it is unnecessary to overinsure themselves. This may have reduced their insurance

demand. Also, our finding is in accord with recent findings in the literature. More specifically,

research by Hermansson and Jonsson (2021) and Eling, Ghavibazoo, Hanewald (2021) suggests that

people who took a financial literacy course to improve their financial literacy may have less insurance

uptake.

Despite the shortcomings, our study suggests that there are potential benefits in offering a finan-

cial literacy course that provides basic information on financial markets and different financial assets.

In particular, we believe that a course along these lines can mitigate the problem of excessive risk

taking in financial markets among young adults. We also note that the financial literacy course that

we offered to students in the treatment group was neutral towards financial risks in order to avoid

experimenter demand effects. In practical applications, the content of such a course can further be

coupled with a guidance on responsible risk taking in a variety of financial contexts. We believe that

further research is needed to draw more definitive conclusions.
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Appendix

In this section, we provide the screenshots of general instructions and the instructions for each

task we used in the experiment, and the translations of the instructions and decision screens made

by the authors themselves. In the translations, the authors’ comments are shown in italics in square

brackets. We skipped two screens that included a number of questions. In one of these screens,

there were questions that intended to test whether students understood the instructions. In the

other screen, we asked students a question about which of the two courses we offered within our

intervention they took. At the end of this section, we also provide a table of summary statistics for

the variables we used in regressions.
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Appendix A0: Information and consent
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Appendix A1: Translation of information and consent

Information and consent

Participation in this study is voluntary. To be able to participate, you must be at least 18 years old.

Description of the tasks

You will be given the following four choice tasks with real money stakes:

• Risky investment task.

• Insurance task.

• Loan task.

• Portfolio task.

In addition to these, you will also answer a few more questions.

Payment

After participating in this study, you will receive a 5.00€ reward for your participation.

In addition to the participation fee, you have the opportunity to earn up to 15.00€ for one of the

four tasks.

At the end of this study, you will learn more about where and how you will receive your payment.

Privacy

The choices you make during this study will be stored confidentially. Other participants or third

parties will not know your choices or how much you earned from the study. In addition, you will not

be able to see the choices or the earnings of other people participating in this study.

After the study, your answers will be kept anonymous and for research purposes only.

Your compensation will also be carried out confidentially.

You can withdraw from the study at any time without giving a reason. However, we remind you

that if you withdraw, you will not be able to receive the participation fee and potential income from

the tasks if you do not complete the study.

! I have read and understood all the information about the study provided above and I accept the

terms of use of the study stated above.

! I confirm that I am at least 18 years old.

If you have read the information and instructions about this study and accepted the terms of use,

you can continue with the study.

Next
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Appendix B1: General instructions

General instructions

• Please read the instructions for each task carefully and thoughtfully. Otherwise, you may not

get as good a final payment as you could have.

• Considering that you are participating in this study remotely, your decision-making may be

influenced by the opinions of outsiders. This is not what we want. The point of the study

is that you make decisions on your own, not with someone else. So you make every decision

independently.

• There are four tasks in the study, two of which have several rounds. Rounds mean that you

do the same task several times.

• One of the four tasks is randomly selected as payment. If the selected task has more than one

round, one of the rounds of the task is randomly selected as payment. You will be paid the

amount you earned in that round.

• Since each task and round has an equal chance of being selected for payment, your best

approach to each decision is to respond according to its task-specific instructions as if your

payment will be from that decision.

• The administration of the University of Vaasa makes the payments. You will receive informa-

tion about the payment process later.

Technical instructions

• Although you can use any device with a browser, internet connection and keyboard, we rec-

ommend that you complete the experiment on a computer.

• Once you have made your decision and click the NEXT button, you can no longer go back

to the previous page and change your decision. The BACK and REFRESH buttons will not

function, so please don’t use them.

• Write your student number carefully WITHOUT the first letter. Student numbers are usually

six digits without reading the first letter. If your student number is shorter, add 0 (zero) to the

beginning of your student number. If your student number is longer than six digits without

the first letter, please only enter the first six digits.

Next
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Appendix C1: Translation of the instructions for the investment task

Investment Task: Instructions

Job description

At the beginning of each round of this task, you will receive an initial capital of 6.00€, from which

you can put any amount you desire into a risky investment.

(Please note that the initial capital is a separate amount from your 5.00€ participation fee.)

You can invest an amount between 0€ and 6.00€, including 0€(no investment) and 6.00€.

You get to keep the amount of your initial capital that you didn’t invest.

You will make similar decisions in two separate rounds.

Risky investment

There is a chance that your risky investment will be profitable. You will be informed of the success

probability of your investment at the beginning of each round. If your investment is profitable, you

will receive 2.5 times the amount you invested. If your investment fails, you lose the amount you

invested.

The computer randomly determines the success of your investment.

Earnings

Please note that the decisions of the investment task in each round are independent of each round.

Earnings for the two rounds are not going to be summed up. If this task is selected for payment,

one of the two rounds will be randomly selected and you will be paid according to how much you

earned in that round.

If you have read the instructions, you can click the next button to begin the task.

Next
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Appendix C4: Translation of the investment task decision screen17

Investment Task: Round 1

Click here to view the instructions again. –

[Instructions are the same as in the previous screen. Please check Appendix C1.]

You have 6.00€ in initial capital for this round and from this amount, you can invest in a risk

investment between 0€ and 6.00€ including 0€ (no investment) and 6.00€.

There is a 50% chance that your risky investment will be profitable.

Click here for a more detailed description of a 50% chance of success. –

You can also think of 50% chance of success as a coin toss: If the coin toss turns out to be

heads, your investment will be successful. If it turns out to be tails, your investment will fail.

Please indicate the amount you want to invest (in the form “x,yz”, or if the comma does not work,

use a dot in the form “x.yz” where x = € and yz = euro cents):

NEXT

Next

17We only provide the screen for the first round. The only difference in the second round was the probability
of success, which was given as 0.10.
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Appendix D0: Insurance task
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Appendix D1: Translation of the insurance task

Insurance Task

In this task, you get 15.00€ as an initial endowment. However, you may lose the amount you received.

More precisely, if event Z occurs, you will lose the entire amount of 15€ you received. There is a

10% chance that event Z happens.

The computer randomly decides whether event Z will occur or not.

Click here for a more detailed explanation of event Z occurring with a 10% probability. –

You can think of the occurrence of event Z with a 10% probability in the same way you would

pick one ball from an urn with 10 balls numbered from 1 to 10: If the number of the ball you

choose is 1, event Z will occur and you will lose the 15.00€. If, on the other hand, the number

of the ball you selected is 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10, event Z will not occur and you will keep

the 15.00€.

However, you can insure yourself against this risk.

From the 15.00€ you have, you can buy insurance up to 5€, including 0€ (no insurance) and 5.00€.

If event Z occurs, you will get back triple (×3) the amount of insurance you purchased. If event Z

does not occur, you will keep the 15.00€ minus the amount you paid for the insurance.

Event Z occurs Event Z doesn’t occur
You don’t buy

insurance:
You will lose the entire initial capital

of 15.00€.
You will keep the entire initial capital

of 15.00€.

You buy
insurance:

You will lose what is left of your
initial capital of 15.00€, but you will
get back triple (×3) the amount of

insurance you bought.

You will keep the 15.00€ minus the
amount you paid for the insurance.

Please indicate the amount of insurance (in the form “x,yz”, or if the comma does not work, use a

dot in the form “x.yz” where x = € and yz = euro cents):

NEXT

Next
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Appendix E0: Mortgage task
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Appendix E1: Translation of the mortgage task

Loan task

Imagine the following scenario: You need to borrow 10.00€ which must be repaid after ten “years”.

You receive an income of 2.00€ every year, and you have to pay interest on your loan.

You have to choose one of the three interest rate plans available on the market for your loan.

Choose your favorite option from the following three options:

• Option A: You pay a fixed interest rate. The interest rate on your loan is 8% every year. More

specifically, 0.8€ (80 cents) is deducted from your 2.00€ income every year.

• Option B: You pay an annual variable interest rate that varies slightly from year to year. In

the first year, the interest rate on your loan is 7%. More specifically, 0.7€ (70 cents) in interest

payments will be deducted from your first year’s income, which is 2.00€. In the following years,

this level may vary up to 2% (two percentage points) below or above the previous year’s level.

For example, in the second year, the interest rate can have any value between 5% and 9%.

• Option C: You pay an annual variable interest rate that varies more significantly from year

to year. In the first year, the interest rate on your loan is 6%. More specifically, 0.6€ (60

cents) in interest payments will be deducted from your first year’s income, which is 2.00€. In

the following years, this level may vary up to 4% (four percentage points) below or above the

previous year’s level. For example, in the second year, the interest rate can have any value

between 2% and 10%.

The following line chart shows how interest rates have developed over the last 100 years. (Let this

year be 100). The orange line corresponds to option A, the yellow line to option B, and the green

line to option C. Look at the pattern before making your choice. Please check the line chart before

making your choice. (The line chart is interactive. You can add or remove any option by clicking on

the corresponding explanation above the line chart.)

The interest rate for the three options over the last 100 years is as follows:
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o A: No risk o B: Average risk o C: High risk

At the end of this test, if this task is selected for payment, you will earn your total savings accumulated

over ten years, which is the sum of your savings for all years. One year’s savings is always 2.00€

minus each year’s interest.

Please choose an interest rate plan for your loan:

© Option A: 8% fixed interest rate.

© Option B: Variable interest: 7% for the first year, and in the following years this level can vary

up to two percentage points below or above the previous year’s level.

© Option C: Variable interest: 6% for the first year, and in the following years this level can vary

up to four percentage points below or above the previous year’s level.

Next
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Appendix F0: Portfolio task: Instructions
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Appendix F1: Portfolio task: Translation of instructions18

Securities Investment Task: Instructions

Job description

This task consists of two rounds. At the beginning of both rounds, you will receive income of 5.00€

and initial capital of 50.00€. In each round, using all your available capital, you are asked to buy

securities of companies of your choice from a given list.

(Please note that the initial capital and income are separate amounts from your 5.00€ participation

fee.)

Stock prices depend on two possible events (i.e. X and Y) that have an impact on financial markets.

There is a 50% chance that event X will occur and a 50% chance that event Y will occur. These

events are mutually exclusive; in other words, they cannot occur simultaneously. The computer

randomly determines which of these two events will occur. Depending on which of these events takes

place, the price of the shares may rise or fall, while the price of the bond and the interest payment

on it are not affected by these events.

Click here for a more detailed explanation of a 50% probability of an event. –

You can think of a 50% probability of event X and a 50% probability of event Y occurring as

a result of a coin toss:: If the coin toss turns out to be heads, then event X occurs. If the coin

toss turns out to be tails, then event Y occurs.

Revenues

If this mission is selected for payment, one of the rounds will be randomly drawn for payment.

(Please note that the decisions of the investment task in each round are independent of each other.

So earnings do not accumulate over the period of 2 rounds.) You will receive your income of 5.00€

plus net profit or loss from your stock investment. In other words,

If you get a net profit from your stock investment, this profit will be added to your 5.00€ income.

However, if you make net losses from your stock investment, this loss will be deducted from your

5.00€ income.

Please note that if this task is selected as payment, you will not receive the 50.00€ capital at the

end of the task.
18We only provide the translation of the first round of this task. As we have indicated in our paper, we

excluded the second round of this task due to a typo in the Finnish translation, which could potentially affect
participants’ decisions.
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If you have read the instructions, you can click the next button to start the task.

Next

Appendix F3: Portfolio task
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Appendix F4: Translation of portfolio task

Click here to view the instructions again. +

[Dropdown menu contains the translation of main instructions in Appendix F2.]

As the instructions indicate, you have 5.00€ in income and 50.00€ in capital to invest. There are

three different securities available to you (both stocks and bonds) for your investment. Currently,

the unit price of all three securities is 1€. The yield of the bond and the price change of the shares

during the year is as follows:

COMPANY A’s bond: You will receive a fixed return of 0.01€ for every 1€ investment you make

in this bond, regardless of which of the two events occurs. That is, for every 1€ you invest, you get

0.01€ return without taking any risk.

COMPANY B’s share: If event X happens, the share price will rise to 1.12 euros and thus you

will earn 0.12€ for every 1€ investment. If event Y occurs, the share price will drop to 0.94€ and

thus you will lose 0.06€ for every 1€ investment in this share.

COMPANY C’s share: If event X happens, the share price will rise to 1.2€ and thus you will

earn 0.20€ for every 1€ investment. If event Y occurs, the share price will drop to 0.9€ and thus

you will lose 0.10€ for every one euro invested in this share.

You can invest 50.00€ capital in one of the above securities, two of the above securities, or three of

the above securities, whichever way wish.

Below is a summary of the returns for events X and Y:

Event X occurs Event Y occurs
Purchase price

(per share)
Price per share

in one year
Profit or loss
(per share)

Price per share
in one year

Profit or loss
(per share)

COMPANY
A’s bond 1€ 1€ 0.01€ gain 1€ 0.01€ gain

COMPANY
B’s stock 1€ 1.12€ 0.12€ gain 0.94€ 0.06€ loss

COMPANY
C’s stock 1€ 1.20€ 0.20€ gain 0.90€ 0.10€ loss

In light of this information, indicate how you will invest the 50.00€ given to you. If you do not invest

in a security, please enter 0 (zero) in that field.

State the number of bonds you want to buy from company A: NEX

State the number of shares you want to buy from company B: NEX
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State the number of shares you want to buy from company C: NEX

Total amount of investment (€): NEX

Next
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Appendix G: Summary statistics

Table 9: Summary statistics of all the variablesc

Whole sample Control group Treatment group
(n = 128) (n = 64) (n = 64)

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. p−value
Age 21.734 5.564 21.891 5.774 21.578 5.386 0.7521b
Female 0.523 0.501 0.594 0.495 0.453 0.502 0.1112c
Years lived ind. 1.375 2.450 1.531 2.576 1.219 2.326 0.4727b
Has children 0.023 0.152 0 0 0.047 0.213 0.0797*, c
Lives alone 0.688 0.465 0.656 0.479 0.719 0.453 0.4456c
Lives with partner / spouse 0.180 0.385 0.203 0.406 0.156 0.366 0.4898b
Lives with friend / roommate 0.125 0.333 0.125 0.333 0.125 0.332 1.0000b
SES past: family had money 5.867 1.377 5.938 1.320 5.797 1.439 0.5655a
SES past: grew up prosper. 5.094 1.704 5.250 1.755 4.938 1.651 0.3015a
SES past: relatively well 4.539 1.577 4.578 1.531 4.500 1.633 0.7805a
SES present: bills no worry 5.602 1.276 5.688 1.258 5.516 1.297 0.4481a
SES present: have money 5.172 1.437 5.422 1.232 4.922 1.587 0.0486**, a
SES future 5.047 1.441 5.250 1.208 4.844 1.625 0.1111a
No financial edu. before 0.258 0.439 0.250 0.436 0.266 0.445 0.8399b
Money talked in childhood 1.852 0.629 1.828 0.606 1.875 0.655 0.6749a
Test score 9.141 2.910 8.063 3.121 10.219 2.229 < 0.0001***, a
Willingness to take risks 6.570 1.724 6.594 1.640 6.547 1.816 0.8785a
a p−value of a t−test. b p−value of a two-sample proportions test. c *, **, *** denote, respectively, 10%, 5% and
1% significance levels.
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